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SCENIC RIVERS ENERGY COOPERATIVE
Policy S.19
Dual Fuel – Interruptible Heat – Storage Heat
RESPONSIBILITY: CEO and Employees
The structure subject to this policy shall have one of the following electric heat sources: electric furnace,
plenum heater, electric boiler, cove heater, strip/resistance heater, electric storage heater, air source heat pump
or ground source heat pump. The heat source shall be controlled in order to qualify for the reduced electric
heating rates offered by the Cooperative.
REQUIREMENTS:
1.

The electric heat source shall be permanently connected to the premise wiring.

2.

Required metering can be provided by either a direct meter or a submeter.

3.

The member is responsible for providing necessary wiring and the meter socket.

4.

Electric heat will be interrupted by a radio receiver or another automatic means determined by the
Cooperative.

5.

Electric heat will only be available during hours specified by the Cooperative, which hours may be
adjusted from time to time.

6.

The member is responsible for any electrical wiring required for the installation of the control
equipment.

7.

Expect as provided in par. 8, the structure having an electric heat source shall have an approved
automatic non-electric fossil fuel backup heating system or heat storage system that is capable of
supplying adequate heat during peak period service interruptions. This backup shall automatically turn
on when the electric heat is interrupted.

8.

At the discretion of the Cooperative, outbuildings that are not considered human living quarters and
that are not equipped with an automatic backup heating system may be considered for inclusion under
this rate, if a controlled interruption would not endanger the building’s mechanical systems or contents.

9.

The Cooperative will not be liable for any damages that may occur because of control interruptions,
member equipment failures, or insufficient backup heating systems.
This policy supersedes and cancels all similar polices prior to this date.

Information contained in this Policy is subject to update or modification by the Cooperative at any time and at the sole
discretion of the Cooperative. Such information includes (but is not limited to) policies, procedures, rates, tariffs and
applications. Some information may change as a result of external factors such as new legislation or regulations. Prior to
making use of the information contained herein, please check with appropriate Cooperative staff.
For the above reasons, the Cooperative requests that the recipient NOT reproduce or distribute this document, or rely solely on
its contents to make any business or personal decisions.

